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bicatalytic biofuel and biochemicals have thus been paid recent attention. However, it requires energy intensive pretreatment for the degradation of ligno-cellulosic biomass, and the fermentation is done due to low growth rate, and thus the productivity of literacy and bio chemicals is low. The 3rd generation biofuel production from photosynthetic organisms such as cyanobacteria and algae has been given recent attention, because such organisms can grow with only sun light and CO2 in the air, but the cell growth rate and thus the productivity of the fuel is significantly low. The main part of such production processes is the fermentation by microorganisms. In particular, it is critical to properly understand the cell metabolism followed by the efficient metabolic engineering. The book gives comprehensive explanation of the cell metabolism and the metabolic regulation mechanisms of a variety of microorganisms. Then the efficient metabolic engineering approaches are explained to properly design the microbial cell factories for the efficient cell growth and biofuel and biochemical production.

Biotechnology in the Chemical Industry: Biotechnology in sustainable production of goods and services, especially those that are derived at present mostly from the traditional chemical industry. It considers the future impact of industrial biotechnology on the chemical industry and the challenges it presents. The book covers the various aspects of biotechnology that are relevant to the chemical industry, including fermentation, enzyme technology, and gene technology. It provides a comprehensive overview of the current state of the art and the future prospects of biotechnology in the chemical industry.

Bioreactors: Bioreactors are devices used for the cultivation of microorganisms or cells in a controlled environment. They are used in a variety of applications, including the production of biofuels, biopharmaceuticals, and biomaterials. The book covers the design and operation of bioreactors, including the effects of reactor design on product formation, the selection of appropriate reactor types, and the optimization of bioreactor performance.

Interface of Biotic and Abiotic Processes: This section covers the interaction between biological and chemical processes, including the use of biocatalysts in chemical reactions and the use of chemical processes in biological systems.

Parameter Optimization and Measurement: This section covers the optimization of process parameters and the measurement of process variables. It includes discussions on statistical methods for process optimization and the use of sensors and other monitoring devices in process control.

Proceedings of the 1st International Conference on Sustainable Waste Management through Design: This book contains the proceedings of the 1st International Conference on Sustainable Waste Management through Design, which was held in Ludhiana (Punjab), India from November 2-3, 2018. The conference focused on sustainable waste management practices and technologies, including waste reduction, recycling, and composting, and the development of sustainable waste management policies.

Management through Design (IC_SWMD), held in Ludhiana (Punjab), India on November 2-3, 2018. Providing a unique overview of new directions, and opportunities for sustainable and resilient design approaches to protect infrastructure and the environment. It discusses diverse topics related to civil engineering and construction aspects of the resource management cycle. From the incineration of waste, through the economically re-use and processing of waste materials, the management and disposal of residual wastes, to water treatments and technologies. It also encompasses strategies for reducing construction waste through better design, improved recovery, re-use, more efficient resource management and the performance of materials recovered from wastes. The contributions were selected by means of a rigorous peer-review process and highlight many exciting ideas that will spur novel research directions and foster multidisciplinary collaboration among different waste management specialists.

Advances in Chitin/Chitosan Characterization and Applications: This book describes the latest advances, innovations and applications in the specialized area of cyber-physical systems. The topics include current trends in the areas of instrumentation, sensors and systems, industrial automation and control, image and signal processing, safety and security, and the application of cyber-physical systems in various industries.

Reducing construction waste through better design, improved recovery, re-use, more efficient resource management and the performance of materials recovered from wastes. The contributions were selected by means of a rigorous peer-review process and highlight many exciting ideas that will spur novel research directions and foster multidisciplinary collaboration among different waste management specialists.

Advances in Tracer Technology: This book describes the latest advances, innovations and applications in the field of waste management and environmental engineering as presented by leading researchers, engineers and practitioners at the International Conference on Waste Management through Design (IC_WMD), held in Ludhiana (Punjab), India on November 2-3, 2018. Providing a unique overview of new directions, and opportunities for sustainable and resilient design approaches to protect infrastructure and the environment. It discusses diverse topics related to civil engineering and construction aspects of the resource management cycle. From the incineration of waste, through the economically re-use and processing of waste materials, the management and disposal of residual wastes, to water treatments and technologies. It also encompasses strategies for reducing construction waste through better design, improved recovery, re-use, more efficient resource management and the performance of materials recovered from wastes. The contributions were selected by means of a rigorous peer-review process and highlight many exciting ideas that will spur novel research directions and foster multidisciplinary collaboration among different waste management specialists.

Introduction to Chemical Engineering Kinetics & Reactor Design: This book provides an introduction to the fundamental principles of chemical reaction kinetics and reactor design. It covers topics such as reaction kinetics, reactor types, reactor design, and optimization. The book is intended for students and professionals who need a basic understanding of these topics.